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SenseABLE Services
Your customers have diverse and ever-changing needs.
Transform your service delivery to match.

Diversity and inclusion
is one of the most
critical business tools
you have.
Your customers are looking for
meaningful, authentic, and
knowledgable service.

Format
2-day on-site training
workshop
1-day online training
21-hour total training
Pre-training workplace
assessment
Full workshop materials
package included
Training debrief

What Makes SenseABLE Services Different?
In a single interaction, customers decide to return or not. Your
actions, behaviours, and reactions to diverse customer needs
will set you apart from your competition. It's now necessary to
adapt to a diverse and changing customer profile. People with
disabilities alone are part of a "half-trillion-dollar market"
(American Institutes for Research, 2018).
SenseABLE Services is our corporate platform for identifying,
building, and sustaining inclusive customer service. You
cannot possibly know every inclusive procedure, behaviour, or
action. However, we can develop the skills to assess and
innovate your responses. We provide the resources,
knowledge, and skills required for you to work and lead in
diverse environments. Learn to use your organization's unique
assets as a key to loyal and long-term customers and clients.
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“What if we made space for people
to share what they feel, stumble a
little while they try to find the
words. What if before we jump in
with judgement or support or a
comment, we took the time to
watch, listen, and really hear the
intention.”
- Brandi Heather, CKO

Return On Engagement

Build high impact customer service skills of
empathy, respectful engagement, effective problem
solving, bias awareness and mitigation, and
accommodation of ever-changing customer needs.
Create an environment where customers and
clients feel that you had their needs in mind before
they've even arrived.
Develop, practice, and be prepared to execute
inclusive customer service in multiple complex
scenarios that demonstrate dedication, growth, and
humility.
Generate a diverse customer base with increased
consumer confidence.
Receive recognition and marketability for being a
SenseABLE Customer Service Provider to
partners, community, and shareholders.
Please contact bookings@amped-training.com for costing, available funding
(such as the Canada-Provincial Job Grants), and available booking.
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